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Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold, N2, let p # (1, N)
real, and let H p1(M) be the Sobolev space of order p involving first derivatives of
the functions. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, H p1(M)/L
p* (M) where
p*=Np(N& p). Classically, this leads to some Sobolev inequality (I 1p), and then to
some Sobolev inequality (I pp ) where each term in (I
1
p) is elevated to the power p.
Long-standing questions were to know if the optimal versions with respect to the
first constant of (I 1p) and (I
p
p ) do hold. Such questions received an affirmative
answer by HebeyVaugon for p=2. We prove here that for p>2, and p2<N, the
optimal version of (I pp ) is false if the scalar curvature of g is positive somewhere. In
particular, there exist manifolds for which the optimal versions of (I 1p) are true,
while the optimal versions of (I pp ) are false. Among other results, we prove also that
the assumption on the sign of the scalar curvature is sharp by showing that for any
p # (1, N), the optimal version of (I pp ) holds on flat tori.  1998 Academic Press
Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold, N2. Given
p # (1, N) real, we denote by H p1(M) the standard Sobolev space of order
p, that is, the completion of C (M) for the norm
&u&H p1=\|M |{u| pg dvg+
1p
+\|M |u| p dvg +
1p
.
As is well known, the Sobolev embedding theorem asserts that
H p1(M)/L
p* (M) where p*=Np(N& p). Such an embedding is critical in
the sense that for q> p*, H p1(M) is not embedded in L
q (M). Looking for
the Sobolev inequality corresponding to the embedding of H p1(M) in
L p* (M), one can write that there exist constants A and B such that for any
u # H p1(M),
\|M |u| p* dvg +
1p*
A \|M |{u| pg dvg+
1p
+B \|M |u| p dvg+
1p
. (I 1p)
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As one can easily check, this is equivalent to the existence of constants A
and B such that for any u # H p1(M),
\|M |u| p* dvg +
pp*
A |
M
|{u| pg dvg+B |
M
|u| p dvg . (I pp )
From now on, let K(N, p) be the best constant for the embedding of
H p1(R
N) in L p* (RN), that is
K(N, p)= sup
u # D(RN)
(RN |u| p* dx)1p*
(RN |{u|
p dx)1p
.
The explicit value of K(N, p), independently found by Aubin [1] and
Talenti [10], is
K(N, p)=
p&1
N& p \
N& p
N( p&1)+
1p
\ 1(N+1)1(Np) 1(N+1&Np) |N&1+
1N
,
where |N&1 denotes the volume of the standard unit sphere of RN. When
dealing with compact manifolds, as first noticed by Aubin [1], one easily
gets (by comparing the Riemannian volume element and the euclidean
volume element) that for any =>0, (I 1p) and (I
p
p ) hold with K(N, p)+= in
place of A, and K(N, p) p+= in place of A . Conversely, one can prove that
(I 1p) and (I
p
p ) do not hold with any A<K(N, p) and any A <K(N, p)
p.
(See, for instance, Hebey [4]). In other words, for any =>0, there exist
constants B and B such that for any u # H p1(M),
\|M |u| p* dvg+
1p*
(K(N, p)+=) \|M |{u| pg dvg+
1p
+B \|M |u| p dvg+
1p
,
\|M |u| p* dvg+
pp*
(K(N, p) p+=) |
M
|{u| pg dvg+B |
M
|u| p dvg ,
with the property that K(N, p) and K(N, p) p are the best constants in such
inequalities.
A long-standing question on the subject was to find out if one can take
==0 in such inequalities. Answering a conjecture made by Aubin in [1],
Hebey and Vaugon [7] proved that the answer to such a question is yes
when p=2. In other words, Hebey and Vaugon proved that for any
smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold (M, g), N3, there exist con-
stants B and B such that for any u # H 21(M):
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\|M |u|2* dvg +
12*
K(N, 2) \|M |{u| 2g dvg +
12
+B \|M |u|2 dvg+
12
,
\|M |u|2* dvg +
22*
K(N, 2)2 |
M
|{u| 2g dvg+B |
M
|u| 2 dvg .
Following Hebey [4], we ask what such a result becomes for p{2. Given
(M, g), some smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold, N2, and
p # (1, N) some real number, a more precise statement of the question is the
following: does there exist some constant B, respectively some constant B ,
such that for any u # H p1(M),
\|M |u| p* dvg+
1p*
K(N, p) \|M |{u| pg dvg+
1p
+B \|M |u| p dvg+
1p
.
(I 1p, opt)
\|M |u| p* dvg +
pp*
K(N, p) p |
M
|{u| pg dvg+B |
M
|u| p dvg . (I pp, opt)
An obvious remark one can make here is that the existence of B implies the
existence of B. As we will see, the converse is false. To clarify the terminol-
ogy, by saying that (I 1p, opt) is true we will mean that there exists some con-
stant B such that for any u # H p1(M), (I
1
p, opt) is true. We mean the same by
saying that (I pp, opt) is true, with the existence of B in place of the existence
of B. With such a terminology, the above remark is that the validity of
(I pp, opt) implies that of (I
1
p, opt).
Very few results are available on such a question. Apart from the
celebrated result of Hebey and Vaugon [7] as we mentioned above, the
only results we know to be true are the following celebrated ones of Aubin
[1]. Namely:
(1) Inequality (I 1p, opt) is true for any p # (1, 2) on any smooth com-
pact Riemannian 2-manifold.
(2) Inequality (I 1p, opt) is true for any p # (1, N) on any smooth com-
pact Riemannian N-manifold of constant sectional curvature.
(3) Inequality (I pp, opt) is true on the standard sphere (S
N, h) if p2.
The first result we prove here is the following.
Theorem 1. Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold,
N2, and let p # (1, N) real. We assume that p>2, p2<N, and the scalar
curvature Scalg of g is positive somewhere on M. Then inequality (I pp, opt) is
false on (M, g).
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As a surprising consequence of this result, and according to what has
been said above, one sees that inequality (I 1p, opt) is true on the standard
N-sphere (SN, h), while inequality (I pp, opt) is false on (S
N, h) (at least when
p2<N). As for the theorem, this was quite an unexpected result.
Corollary 1. There exist smooth compact manifolds for which (I 1p, opt)
is true while (I pp, opt) is false.
Let us now prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x0 # M be such that Scalg (x0)>0. We set
u=(x)=(=+r p( p&1))1&Np .(r)
where r denotes the distance to x0 , . is smooth such that 0.1, .=1
on (&$2, $2), and .=0 if r$, and $>0, $ small, is real. We work in
geodesic normal coordinates.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we just have to prove that for any :>0,
and for = small enough,
|
M
|{u= | pg dvg+: |
M
u p= dvg<K(N, p)
&p \|M u p*= dvg+
pp*
.
In other words, we just have to prove that for = small enough,
J(u=)<K(N, p)&p
where
J(u=)=
(M |{u= |
p
g dvg+: M u
p
= dvg )
(M u
p*
= dvg )
pp* .
First, we have
.(r) p=1+O(r1+’)
and
dvg=(1+O(r1+’)) dx
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for any ’>0 less than 1. So, we get that
|
M
u p= dvg=|
B($)
(=+r p( p&1)) p&N dx+|
B($)
(=+r p( p&1)) p&N O(r1+’) dx
=|N&1 |
$
0
(=+r p( p&1)) p&N rN&1 dr
+|N&1 |
$
0
(=+r p( p&1)) p&N O(rN+’) dr.
Setting r==( p&1)ps, leads to
: |
M
u p= dvg=\:|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1)) p&N s N&1 ds+ =( p2&N)p
+ b (=( p2&N)p).
Note here that the integral
|

0
(1+s p( p&1)) p&N s N&1 ds
does exist as soon as p2<N. In the same spirit,
.(r) p*=1+O(r2+’)
and
dvg=(1& 16 (Ricg (x0)) ijx
ix j+O(r2+’)) dx
where Ricg denotes the Ricci curvature of g. (See, for instance, Hebey [5]
for the last expansion.) As a consequence,
|
M
u p*= dvg=|
B($)
(=+r p( p&1))&N dx
&
1
6
(Ricg (x0)) ij |
B($)
(=+r p( p&1))&N xix j dx
+|
B($)
(=+r p( p&1))&N O(r2+’) dx.
But,
|
B($)
(=+r p( p&1))&N x ix j dx=
|N&1
N
$ ij |
$
0
(=+r p( p&1))&N rN+1 dr.
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Hence,
|
M
u p*= dvg=\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+ =&Np
&_|N&16N Scalg (x0) |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+1 ds& =(&N+2p&2)p
+ b (=(&N+2( p&1))p).
Note here that the integral
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+1 ds
does exist as soon as p<N2+1 (which is always the case when p2<N).
Finally, one has that
{u= {[(=+r p( p&1))1&Np] .(r)+(=+r p( p&1))1&Np {.(r)
and there exist some positive constants + and &, independent of =, such that
|{u= | pg |{[(=+r
p( p&1))1&Np]| pg ++(=+r
p( p&1)) p&N |{.(r)| pg
+&(=+r p( p&1))1&Np |{.(r)|g |{[(=+r p( p&1))1&Np]| p&1g .
Since
|{[(=+r p( p&1))1&(Np)]| pg =\N& pp&1 +
p
r p( p&1) (=+r p( p&1))&N,
we obtain that
|
M
|{u= | pg dvg
C+\N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1 |
$
0
(=+r p( p&1))&N r p( p&1)+N&1 dr
&
1
6 \
N& p
p&1 +
p
|N&1 Ric(g) ij |
B(0, $)
(=+r p( p&1))&N r p( p&1) x ix j dx
+\N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1 |
$
0
(=+r p( p&1))&N O(r p( p&1)+N+1+’) dr
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where
C+ \$2+
p( p&1)( p&N)
|
B($)
|{.(r)| pg dvg
+\N& pp&1 +
p&1
&$ \$2+
p( p&1)(1&N)
|
B($)
|{.(r)|g dvg
is independent of =. So we have that
|
M
|{u= | pg dvgC+_\N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1
_|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds& =1&Np
&_\N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1
Scalg (x0)
6N
_|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+1 ds& =(3p&2&N)p
+ b (=(3p&2&N)p).
Note here that the integrals
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds
and
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+1 ds
do exist as soon as p2<N and N>3p&2, so in particular if p2<N and
p>2.
Independently, one has that
=(1+s p( p&1))1&Np
realizes the best constant for the embedding H p1(R
N)/L p* (RN). Hence,
K(N, p) p \N&pp&1 +
p
|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds
=\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+
pp*
.
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So we get that
|
M
|{u= | pg dvgC+K(N, p)
&p
_\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+
pp*
=1&Np
&_\N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1
Scalg (x0)
6N
_|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+1 ds& =(3p&2&N)p
+ b (=(3p&2&N)p).
As a consequence of what has been said until now, and after some elemen-
tary computations, we obtain
K(N, p) p J(u=)1+=Np&1_[A1+A2=( p
2&N)p+A3=2( p&1)p+1&Np
+ b (=( p2&N)p)+ b (=2( p&1)p+1&Np)],
where
A1=C_K(N, p) p \|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+
&pp*
,
A2=|1& pp*N&1 K(N, p)
p :
0 (1+s
p( p&1)) p&N sN&1 ds
(0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds) pp*
,
A3=
Scalg (x0)
6N {
p
p*
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN+1 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds
&
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+1 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds= .
As p>2 and p2<N, we are in the following situation:
1&
N
p
+2
p&1
p
<
p2&N
p
<0.
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Hence,
J(u=)<K(N, p)&p
for = small enough as soon as A3<0. According to DemengelHebey [2],
one has that
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np+ 1 \
N
p+
1(N)
,
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+1 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np &
2
p
+2+ 1 \Np +
2
p
&2+
1(N)
,
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p (p&1)+N+1 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np &
2
p
+3+ 1 \Np +
2
p
&3+
1(N)
,
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p (p&1)+N&1 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np +1+ 1 \
N
p
&1+
1(N)
,
which leads to
A3=&
p
2N 2
1 \N&Np &
2
p
+2+ 1 \Np +
2
p
&3+
1 \N&Np+ 1 \
N
p
&1+
Scalg (x0).
Hence, A3<0 since Scalg (x0)>0. This ends the proof of Theorem 1. K
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As one can see, the proof of Theorem 1 is purely local. This means that
looking for (I pp, opt) to hold on a bounded domain 0 of R
N with some
Riemannian metric g, and for instance a Dirichlet condition on 0, one
gets the same result. Namely, (I pp, opt) is false on 0 if p>2, p
2<N, and the
scalar curvature Scalg of g is positive at some point. Coming back to the
statement of Theorem 1, and according to point (3) above, the assumption
p>2 is necessary. One can now ask if the assumption on the scalar cur-
vature of g is also necessary or not. In other words, one can ask if it is
possible to remove the assumption on the sign of the scalar curvature of g
in Theorem 1. When looking to the proof of Theorem 1, this assumption
seems to be purely technical. Another surprising fact is that the answer to
such a question is no, as shown by the following result.
Theorem 2. Let (T N, g) be a smooth flat compact N-dimensional torus,
N2. For any p # (1, N) real, inequality (I pp, opt) is true on (T
N, g).
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is more delicate than that
of Theorem 1. It proceeds by contradiction. Let p # (1, N) real. For any
:>0, set
*:= inf
u # 4 \|T N |{u| pg dvg+: |T N u p dvg+
where
4={u # H p1(TN), u0 such that |T N u p* dvg=1= .
Assume that (I pp, opt) is false on (T
N, g). Then for any :>0, *:<K(N, p)&p.
By standard variational technics (see for instance DemengelHebey [5] or
Druet [3]), and according to such an inequality, one easily gets that
inf
u # 4 \|T N |{u| pg dvg+: |T N u p dvg+
is attained by some u: # 4. Hence, for any :>0, there exists some function
u: # 4 solution of
2pu:+:u p&1: =*:u
p*&1
: (E:)
where
2p.=&divg ( |{.| p&2g {.)
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is the p-laplacian associated to g. By the maximum principle, u:>0, while
by regularity results u: # C1 (TN) (see Druet [3]). Let us now define the
notion of point of concentration. We say that x # TN is a point of concen-
tration of (u:) if for all $>0,
lim
:   |B(x, $) u
p*
: dvg>0.
Now, we prove that, up to a subsequence, (u:) has a unique point of con-
centration. The existence of such a point is evident since TN is compact.
Conversely, let x # TN be a point of concentration of (u:). Let $>0, $
small, and let ’ # C c (B(x, $)) such that 0’1 and ’=1 on B(x, $2).
Multiplying (E:) by ’ puk: , k>1, and integrating over T
N leads to
|
T N
’ puk: 2pu: dvg+: |
TN
’ puk+ p&1: dvg=*: |
TN
’ puk+ p*&1: dvg .
But, for any =>0, there exists C=>0 such that
|
T N
|{(’u (k+ p&1)p: )|
p
g dvg
=|
TN
|’ {(u (k+ p&1)p: )+u
(k+ p&1)p
: {’|
p
g dvg
(1+=) |
T N
’ p |{(u (k+ p&1)p: )|
p
g dvg+C= |
T N
uk+ p&1: |{’|
p
g dvg .
Since
|
T N
’ p |{(u (k+ p&1)p: )|
p
g dvg=\k+ p&1p +
p
|
TN
’ puk&1: |{u: |
p
g dvg
and
|
TN
’ puk: 2pu: dvg
=|
TN
|{u: | p&2g ({(’
puk:), {u:) g dvg
=k |
T N
’ puk&1: |{u: |
p
g dvg+ p |
T N
uk: |{u: |
p&2
g ({(’
p), {u:) g dvg ,
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we obtain that
|
T N
|{(’u (k+ p&1)p: )|
p
g dvg
\k+ p&1p +
p 1+=
k
*: |
TN
’ puk+ p*&1: dvg
&: \k+ p&1p +
p 1+=
k |T N ’
puk+ p&1: dvg
&\k+ p&1p +
p
(1+=) |
T N
uk: |{u: |
p&2
g ({(’
p), {u:) g dvg
+C= |
T N
uk+ p&1: |{’|
p
g dvg .
By Ho lder’s inequalities
|
T N
’ puk+ p*&1: dvg
=|
B(x, $)
’ puk+ p*&1: dvg
_|TN (’u (k+ p&1)p: ) p* dvg &
pp*
_|B(x, $) u p*: dvg&
( p*& p)p*
.
Independently, see Aubin [1], for all =>0 there exists C =>0 such that:
_|T N (’u (k+ p&1)p: ) p* dvg&
pp*
(K(N, p) p+=) |
T N
|{(’u (k+ p&1)p: )|
p
g dvg
+C = |
TN
’ puk+ p&1: dvg .
As a consequence, we get that
A_\|T N (’u (k+ p&1)p: ) p* dvg+
pp*
|
T N
[C= (K(N, p) p+=) |{’| pg +C =’
p] uk+ p&1: dvg
&\k+ p&1p +
p
(1+=)(K(N, p) p+=)
_|
T N
uk: |{u: |
p&2
g ({(’
p), {u:) g dvg
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and then that
A_\|TN (’u (k+ p&1)p: ) p* dvg+
pp*
|
TN
[C= (K(N, p) p+=) |{’| pg +C =’
p] uk+ p&1: dvg
+\k+ p&1p +
p
(1+=)(K(N, p) p+=)
_\|T N |{(’ p)| pg ukp: dvg+
1p
\|Tn |{u: | pg dvg+
( p&1)p
, (1)
where
A=_1&\k+ p&1p +
p (1+=)
k
*: (K(N, p) p+=) _|B(x, $) u p*: dvg&
( p*& p)p*
& .
Now, and since x is a point of concentration of (u:),
lim
:   _|B(x, $) u p*: dvg&
( p*& p)p*
=a>0
where a1. Assume that a<1 for some $>0. Then we may take =>0
small enough, and k>1 close to 1, such that
1&\k+ p&1p +
p (1+=)
k
*: (K(N, p) p+=) a>0.
Since the right-hand side member of (1) is bounded for k close to 1, this
leads to the existence of some M>0 such that for all :>>1
_|TN (’u (k+ p&1)p: ) p* dvg&
pp*
M.
As a consequence: \$>0, $ small, _k>1 s.t. \:>>1,
_|TN (’u (k+ p&1)p: ) p* dvg&
pp*
M.
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By Ho lder’s inequalities,
|
B(x, $2)
u p*: dvg=|
B(x, $2)
u p*& p&k+1: u
p+k&1
: dvg
_|TN (’u ( p+k&1)p: ) p* dvg&
pp*
__|TN u p*&((k&1) p*)( p*& p): dvg&
( p*& p)p*
.
So we have
|
B(x, $2)
up*: dvgM _|T N u p*&((k&1) p*)( p*& p): dvg&
( p*& p)p*
,
and, noticing that
0< p*&
(k&1) p*
p*& p
< p*
for k sufficiently close to 1, we obtain that
lim
:   _|B(x, $2) u p*: dvg&=0,
which is absurd. Here, we just have to note that
lim
:   |TN u
p
: dvg=0.
Such an assertion can easily be deduced from the equation satisfied by u: ,
so that necessarily, by compactness,
lim
:   |TN u
q
: dvg=0
for any 0<q< p*. As a consequence of what we have said until now, we
get that a=1, so that
lim
:   _|B(x, $) u p*: dvg&=1
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for all $>0. As one will easily check, up to the extraction of a subsequence,
this proves the uniqueness of the concentration point x of (u:). Now,
thanks to inequality (1), we easily get that there exists =>0 and M >0
such that for any 0 //TN"[x], and any :>>1,
|
0
u p*(1+=): dvgM .
By Moser’s iterative scheme, as developed for instance in Serrin [9] (see
also Trudinger [11] and Ve ron [12]), one then gets that
u:  0 in C 0loc(T
N"[x]).
Note here that all of what we have said till now holds on any compact
Riemannian manifold. Let us now use the specificity of (TN, g), and, more
precisely, the fact that (TN, g) is flat. Since (TN, g) is flat, there exists some
small ball B, centered in x, such that (B, g) is isometric to the Euclidean
ball of the same radius. By a result of Aubin [1] and Talenti [10], one
then gets that, for any . # H p1, 0(B),
\|B . p* dvg +
pp*
K(N, p) p |
B
|{.| pg dvg .
The goal now is to prove that such an inequality, combined with the fact
that
2pu:+:u p&1: =*:u
p*&1
: ,
that u: # 4, and that *:<K(N, p)&p, lead to a contradiction. Clearly, this
will end the proof of the theorem. From now on, let ’ be a smooth function
on TN such that ’=1 on B$/B, ’=0 on TN"B. Then
\|B (’u:) p* dvg+
pp*
K(N, p) p |
B
|{(’u:)| pg dvg
so that, setting ’$=1&’,
\|B$ u p*: dvg+
pp*
\|B (’u:) p* dvg+
pp*
K(N, p) p |
TN
|{((1&’$) u:)| pg dvg .
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In what follows, C will always denote some constant independent of :. We
have that
|{((1&’$) u:)| pg (|{u: |g+|{(’$u:)|g)
p
|{u: | pg +C |{u: |
p&1
g |{(’$u:)| g+C |{(’$u:)|
p
g
(1+C’$) |{u: | pg +Cu: |{u: |
p&1
g |{’$|g+C |{(’$u:)|
p
g .
But
|{(’$u:)| pg C(’$)
p |{u: | pg +Cu
p
: |{’$|
p
g ,
so that
|
T N
|{((1&’$) u:)| pg dvg|
T N
|{u: | pg dvg+C |
T N"B$
|{u: | pg dvg
+C |
T N"B$
u: |{u: | p&1g dvg+C |
T N"B$
u p: dvg .
Hence,
\|B$ u p*: dvg +
pp*
K(N, p) p |
T N
|{u: | pg dvg
+C |
T N"B$
|{u: | pg dvg+C |
T N "B$
u p: dvg
+C |
T N"B$
u: |{u: | p&1g dvg .
Using equation (E:), and more precisely the associated relation
|
T N
|{u: | pg dvg+: |
TN
u p: dvg=*: ,
we get that
\|B$ u p*: dvg+
pp*
*: K(N, p) p&:K(N, p) p |
T N
u p: dvg
+C |
T N"B$
|{u: | pg dvg+C |
T N "B$
u p: dvg
+C |
T N"B$
u: |{u: | p&1g dvg .
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In other words, as *:K(N, p) p<1,
(:K(N, p) p&C) |
T N
u p: dvg
1&\|B$ u p*: dvg+
pp*
+C |
TN "B$
|{u: | pg dvg
+C |
T N"B$
u: |{u: | p&1g dvg
\|TN "B$ u p*: dvg++C |T N "B$ |{u: | pg dvg
+C |
T N"B$
u: |{u: | p&1g dvg ,
that is to say
:K(N, p) p&C
T N"B$ u
p*
: dvg
TN u
p
: dvg
+C
T N"B$ |{u: |
p
g dvg
TN u
p
: dvg
+C
TN "B$ u: |{u: |
p&1
g dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
.
By Ho lder’s inequalities, such an inequality leads to
:K(N, p) p&C
T N"B$ u
p*
: dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
+C
T N "B$ |{u: |
p
g dvg
TN u
p
: dvg
+C \
TN "B$ |{u: |
p
g dvg
T N u
p
: dvg +
( p&1)p
. (2)
Here,
TN "B$ u
p*
: dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
 sup
T N "B$
u p*& p:  0
since
u:  0 in C 0loc(T
N"[x]).
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Let us now estimate
T N "B$ |{u: |
p
g dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
.
let B"/B$, let ‘0 be a smooth function on TN such that ‘=0 on B" and
‘=1 on TN"B$. Multiplying (E:) by ‘ pu: and integrating over TN, we
obtain
|
T N
‘ p |{u: | pg dvg+ p |
T N
‘ p&1 u: |{u:| p&2g ({‘, {u:)g dvg
K(N, p)&p |
TN
‘ pu p*: dvg .
Hence,
|
T N
‘ p |{u: | pg dvgC |
TN
|‘ {u: | p&1g u: dvg+C |
T N
‘ pu p*: dvg
C \|T N u p: dvg+
1p
\|TN |‘ {u: | pg dvg+
( p&1)p
+C |
T N
‘ pu p*: dvg
and as a consequence
TN ‘
p |{u: | pg dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
C \
T N |‘ {u: |
p
g dvg
T N u
p
: dvg +
( p&1)p
+C
TN"B" u
p*
: dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
.
Noticing again that
TN "B" u
p*
: dvg
T N u
p
: dvg
 sup
T N "B"
u p*& p:  0,
we easily obtain that
T N "B$ |{u: |
p
g dvg
T N u
p
: dvg

TN ‘
p |{u: | pg dvg
TN u
p
: dvg
C.
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Coming back to (2), and letting :  +, we get our desired contradiction.
As already mentioned, this ends the proof of Theorem 2. K
Similar arguments to those developed in the proof of Theorem 2 lead to
the following.
Theorem 3. Let (HN, h0) be a compact N-dimensional hyperbolic space,
N2. For any p # (1, N) real, inequality (I pp, opt) is true on (H
N, h0).
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 2.
Let (H N, h 0) be the simply-connected N-dimensional hyperbolic space. Any
point in H N possesses some neighborhood which is isometric to an open
subset of H N. By a result of Aubin [1], for any u # D(H N), and any
p # (1, N),
\|H N |u| p* dv(h 0)+
pp*
K(N, p) p |
H N
|{u| pg dv(h 0).
Hence, any point in M possesses some open neighborhood 0 such that for
any p # (1, N) and any u # D(0),
\|H N |u| p* dv(h0)+
pp*
K(N, p) p |
H N
|{u| pg dv(h0).
One can then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 to get the result. The
first part of the proof is unchanged. By contradiction, we get that for any
:>0, there exists some u: # 4, u:>0, u: # C1 (HN), solution of (E:). Here
again, up to a subsequence, (u:) has a unique point of concentration
x # H N and u:  0 in C 0loc(H
N"[x]). To get the desired contradiction, one
can then use the same method as the one used in the proof of Theorem 2,
starting now from the above inequality. K
Let us now come back to Theorem 2. In this result, the torus is inter-
preted as a limit case of the manifolds in question in Theorem 1. Looking
more precisely to the developments involved in the proof of Theorem 1, the
torus also appears to be a limit case of Ricci flat manifolds which are not
flat. We mean here the following:
Theorem 4. Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold,
N2, and let p # (1, N) real. Assume that (M, g) is Ricci flat, but not flat.
If p>4, and p2<N, then inequality (I pp, opt) is false on (M, g).
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Examples of the manifolds involved in Theorem 4 are given by
4N-dimensional compact manifolds whose holonomy group is contained in
Sp(N), that is by hyperka hlerian manifolds. As an interesting remark, one
has the following consequence of what has been said until now.
Corollary 2. Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold,
N2, of nonpositive Ricci curvature. Assume that for some p # (1, N) such
that p>4 and p2<N, (Ipp, opt) is true on (M, g). Then (M, g) is flat.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of such a result is similar to that of
Theorem 1. Let us take a point x0 # M such that |Weylg (x0)|g {0, where
Weylg stands for the Weyl curvature of g. In what follows, we use the same
notations than those used in the proof of Theorem 1. On the one hand, we
have (see, for instance, Hebey [5])
dvg=_1& 16 (Ricg (x0)) ij xix j& 112 ({ Ricg (x0))kij x ix jxk
+ 124 \ 13 (Ricg (x0)) ij (Ricg (x0))kl& 35 ({2 Ricg (x0))klij
& 215 :
p, m
(Rmg (x0))pijm (Rmg (x0))pklm+ xix jxkx l+O(r5)& dx
where Ricg and Rmg denote the Ricci curvature and the Riemann curvature
tensor of g. On the other hand,
|
SN&1
x ix j d_=
|N&1
N
$ ijr2
|
SN&1
x ix jxk d_=0
|
SN&1
xix jxkxl d_={
0
|N&1
N(N+2)
r4 if i= j, k=l and i{k
3|N&1
N(N+2)
r4 if i= j=k=l
As in the proof of Theorem 1,
|
M
u p= dvg=\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1)) p&N sN&1 ds+ =( p2&N)p+ b (=( p2&N)p)
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In the same spirit, since Ricg #0,
|
M
u p*= dvg=\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+ =&Np
+
1
360N(N+2)
_(8 |Ricg (x0)| 2g&3 |Rmg (x0)|
2
g)
_\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+3 ds+ =&Np+4( p&1)p
+ b (=&Np+4( p&1)p),
where
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+3 ds
does exist as soon as N>4( p&1) (which is the case here). Finally,
|
M
|{u= | pg dvg
C+\N& pp&1 +
p
\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds+ =1&Np
+\N& pp&1 +
p 1
360N(N+2)
_(8 |Ricg (x0)| 2g&3 |Rmg (x0)|
2
g)
_\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+3 ds+ =1&Np+4( p&1)p
+ b (=1&Np+4( p&1)p),
where the integral
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+3 ds
does exist as soon as N>5p&4 (which is the case when p2<N and p>4).
Combining all this, together with the fact that
K(N, p) p \N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds
=\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+
pp*
,
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we obtain that
K(N, p) p J(u=)1+=Np&1[B1+B2=( p
2&N)p+B3=1&Np+4( p&1)p
+ b (=1&(np)+4( p&1)p)+ b (= ( p2&N)p)],
where
B1=C_K(N, p) p \|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+
pp*
,
B2=|1&( pp*)N&1 K(N, p)
p :
0 (1+s
p( p&1)) p&N sN&1 ds
(0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds) pp*
,
B3=
(8 |Ricg (x0)| 2g&3 |Rmg (x0)|
2
g)
360N(N+2) _
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+3 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds
&
N& p
N
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN+3 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds& .
Since p>4 and p2<N,
1&
N
p
+4
p&1
p
<
p2&N
p
<0
so that J(u=) will be less than K(N, p)&p for = small enough if B3<0.
According to DemengelHebey [2],
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np+ 1 \
N
p+
1(N)
,
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+3 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np +4&
4
p + 1 \
N
p
&4+
4
p+
1(N)
,
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|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+3 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np +5&
4
p+ 1 \
N
p
&5+
4
p+
1(N)
,
|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds
=
p&1
p
1 \N&Np +1+ 1 \
N
p&1+
1(N)
.
Hence, to say that B3<0, it is equivalent to say that
0=8 |Ricg (x0)| 2g<3 |Rmg (x0)|
2
g .
We claim here that such an inequality is satisfied under the hypotheses of
Theorem 4. One just has to note that, under these assumptions,
|Rmg (x0)| 2g=|Weylg (x0)|
2>0.
This ends the proof of Theorem 4. K
Let us now ask one more question. As already mentioned, there exist
manifolds for which (I 1p, opt) is true but (I
p
p, opt) is false. Given (M, g) a
smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold, N2, given p # (1, N) real and
% # [1, p] real, we say that inequality (I %p, opt) is true on (M, g) if there
exists some constant B such that for any u # H p1(M),
\|M |u| p* dvg +
%p*
K(N, p)% \|M |{u| pg dvg +
%p
+B \|M |u| p dvg +
%p
. (I %p, opt)
We ask here for which values of % one can hope to get the validity of
(I %p, opt). A conjecture of Aubin [1] on the subject is that (I
%
p, opt) holds on
any smooth compact Riemannian manifold with %= p( p&1) if p>2. We
prove the following.
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Theorem 5. Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian N-manifold,
N2, and let p # (1, N) be real. We assume that p>2, that p2<N, and that
the scalar curvature Scalg of g is positive somewhere on M. Then inequality
(I %p, opt) is false on (M, g) for any %>2.
Proof of Theorem 5. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1. The
argument is once more purely local. Using the same notations as in
Theorem 1, we now have that
: \|M u p= dvg+
%p
=: \|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1)) p&N sN&1 ds+
%p
=%( p2&N)p2
+ b (=%( p2&N)p2),
|
M
u p*= dvg=\|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds+ =&(Np)
&_|N&16N Scalg (x0) |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N sN+1 ds&
_=(&N+2p&2)p+ b (=(&N+2( p&1))p),
and
\|M |{u= | pg dvg +
%p
_\N& pp&1 +
p
|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds&
%p
=%p(1&Np)
_{1+C %p _\
N& p
p&1 +
p
|N&1
_|

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds&
&1
=Np&1
&
%
p
Scalg (x0)
6N \
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+1 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds+
_=2( p&1)p+ b (=2( p&1)p)= .
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As a consequence,
K(N, p)% J% (u=)1+=Np&1[C1+C2=%( p&1)p+1&Np+C3=2( p&1)p+1&Np
+ b (=%( p&1)p+1&Np)+ b (=%( p&1)p+1&Np)],
where
J% (u)=
(M |{u|
p
g dvg)
%p+:(M |u|
p dvg)%p
(M |u|
p* dvg)%p*
,
and where
C1=C
%
p _\
N& p
p&1 +
p
|N&1 |

0
(1+s p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds&
&1
,
C2=:K(N, p)%
(|N&1 0 (1+s
p( p&1)) p&N sN&1 ds)%p
(|N&1 0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds)%p*
,
C3=
%
6Np
Scalg (x0) _ pp*
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN+1 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N sN&1 ds
&
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N+1 ds
0 (1+s
p( p&1))&N s p( p&1)+N&1 ds& .
Hence, as one will easily check, we get that J% (u=)<K(N, p)&% for = small
enough, as soon as %>2. This proves the theorem. K
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